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Optimise Your Global Intranet Searches

Claromentis uses Elasticsearch for Intranet searches.

This creates searchable indexes of data of content in applications across the Intranet.

 

What is global search
Claromentis global search will search the whole site for matches to entered terms, which includes titles, text body, tags and metadata. 

Whereas application-speci c searches will only look for content related to the search terms within that application and in general o er more controls to

re ne this.

The Global search relies on nding results across the whole site based only on the keywords entered by the user.

Results can be ltered per application once the initial search is made however end users sometimes report not being given the results they would expect

on the 'All' page.

https://discover.claromentis.com/knowledgebase/articles/952


 

How the search works
To optimise your site and its content to facilitate the best results, it's necessary to understand how the Claromentis search operates.

When a search is made:

Exact matches with the search terms are pushed to the top of the results

If multiple words are entered these are treated as if they are connected by 'or' and searched individually too

Like any search engine, there is a level of fuzziness that could a ect the order and relevancy of the results

A fuzzy search looks for text that matches a term closely instead of exactly and helps nd relevant results even when the search terms are misspelt.

 

So, this means when a search is performed, the system will prioritise exact matches to the overall term entered rst, then each word separately, as well

as fuzzy results.

e.g. if you're searching for 'System administrator' Claromentis will return results for 'system administrator', 'system', 'administrator' and the fuzzy

alternatives.

Please note:Please note: Search operators e.g. * () - OR AND etc will not work in Claromentis searches.

 

Optimise your Search
If you are nding that results are not as relevant as you would expect or need, implement the methods below to combat this.

 

- Set up search recommendations and best bets- Set up search recommendations and best bets

This will allow you to cherry-pick the most relevant results for certain search terms and have these appear at the top when they are used.

See our Search Recommendation guide for more information and steps to set these up.

 

- Enable user search suggestions and their associated noti cations - Enable user search suggestions and their associated noti cations 

Allow users to describe what they cannot nd through searching and submit this for administrators to see listed in a 'User requests' area.

Administrators can review the suggestion and action as required to proactively ll any gaps in the search to ensure relevant results are being given over

time.

 

Administrators can be noti ed when a suggestion has been submitted, allowing them to check what it is and:

1. Add the relevant terms into a Search recommendation so that those terms will now return appropriate results

2. Reach out to the user if the content they are requesting is not in the Intranet or a location they do not have permission to see, as this is outside the

realms of global search to resolve.

3. Review Search recommendations if similar suggestions keep being submitted despite what has been set up already and tweak these

 

Head to Admin > Search > Search options enable user suggestionsAdmin > Search > Search options enable user suggestions .



 

The area below will appear when searches are made for users to make submissions:

Submissions appear in Admin > System > Search recommendations > User requests Admin > System > Search recommendations > User requests for administrators to action.

We recommend turning on the noti cation for the administrators so all Search application administrators are noti ed when a suggestion is made,

otherwise, they will need to periodically check this area to see what has been logged.

There is also the option to notify the user who made the suggestion if their term is used in a search recommendation which is a great way to automate

their update about this and allow them to search again to nd the needed content.

 

- Start using Tags or add more to further di erentiate content- Start using Tags or add more to further di erentiate content

Instruct all your Intranet administrators and content creators to implement tags whenever they add new content to the site.

 

Tags are checked when searches are made so they are an easy way to a ect results in the way you need them.

Some applications also o er tag clouds for easier searching than terms being typed in.

Tags are a quick way to diversify your content and improve its appearance in related search results.
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